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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

2

Since I906 ’’Greer, A Children’s Comraunity” has served
as home, school, and a v/ay of life for thousands of children
from all over the United States, but predominately from the
northeastern states.
Greer is a private, year-round home and school for
boys and girls from Protestant broken homes.

Approximately

125 children live in eight cottages scattered about the
central area of the I500 acres comprising Greer.^
Boys and girls in grades 1 through 8 are admitted v;ho
are dependent, neglected, destitute, abandoned, or orphaned
and for v/hom group care is Indicated, of any racial or national
background, referred by public v/elfare districts, private
agencies, and individuals.

The children remain, x^rhen

necessary, until high school is completed.
Children are accepted x^ith I.Q.’s of 85 or better and
vfithout physical handicaps which xfould preclude routine
activities.
There is an elementary school on the campus.

Until

the summer of 1963^ Greer operated its o\m high school, but
now children in grades 9 through 12 attend a local public
high school.
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^lan A. Morrison, ’’Annual Report Issue”, Greer Nev/s ^
Vol. XI-No. 1 (Fall 1963), p.15.
2
Greer, A Children’s Community, Intake Policies and
Pro^^ram^ 1964.
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As the guidance counselor, my responsibilities in¬
clude the administration of the testing program; grade
placement of new students; counseling of students who have
problems relating to school as well as emotional problems;
consultant on academic problems with guidance counselor and
faculty of the local public high school.

Supervision of the

counseling was provided by the case work supervisor and the
part-time clinical psychologist.

CHAPTER II

THE IMPORTANCE OF COUNSELING
AND CASE STUDIES
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In this paper six counseling cases are described.
These are children with whom I did individual counseling
over a period of several months to more than a year.
"Barbara Bond”,

"Earl Turner”, "Diane Niven", and "Daphne

Karr" were seen during 1961-1963.

"Kevin Brown" and

"Laurie Ricardo" have been seen during the present school
year 1963-1964.

In order to insure professional confiden¬

tiality, these are not the real names of the children des¬
cribed in this paper.

The children were referred by their

teachers who were concerned about their behavior.
Although the family histories and circumstances
surrounding their placement at Greer vary from case to
case, the classification of the problems and their behavioral
manifestations can fall within two or three categories.
Also, the counseling procedure is similar for all the cases.
McDaniel explains that it is because "Many of the individual
problems and behavior symptoms with which a school counselor
must deal are so similar that they can be classified under a
few general headings and can be handled by a routine pro¬
cedure as far as initiating and continuing counseling are
concerned."

"The kinds of cases with which the school

counselor deals are chiefly matters of planning for educa¬
tion and vocations, educational achievement, social adjustu3
ment, and minor personal problems.’

Henry B. McDaniel, Guidance in the Modern School
(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1956), p. TFo.
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In the following case studies, the kinds of problems
are those of planning for education, educational achievement
and social adjustment.
Barbara B. had poor school grades and had been truant.
Earl T. had difficulty adjusting socially with his
peers and in meeting school obligations.
Diane N. was having a difficult time with her school
work.
Daphne K. was noticeably unhappy.
Kevin B. also received low school grades and appeared
disinterested in school.
Laurie R. also had social adjustment problems.
The investigation for each case must include several
important areas.

The symptoms are those observations

described by each child’s teachers, parents, houseparents,
medical and recreational staff, and social workers.

Informa¬

tion is provided through the school, health and home back¬
ground as well as current home and school material.

A

diagnosis is made by the administration and evaluation of
various mental ability and psychological tests.

Treatment

is accomplished throughout the counseling process.

A

prognosis can usually be made after all of this information
has been gathered and evaluated and following several
counseling sessions.
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There would have to be agreement with Arbuckle when
he says that, ”a detailed study of an individual is sometimes
necessary if he is to be completely understood so that he
may be helped to lead a more satisfying life.

A case study

is such an investigation, and it usually presents the symptoms,
the Information, the diagnosis, and the treatment and prognosis.”

The cases described in this paper will illustrate

the importance of the detailed case study.

^Dugald S. Arbuckle, Guidance & Counseling in the
Classroom (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1957)
P« 324.
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CHAPTER III

CASE STUDIES

BARBARA BOND
I.

Background Information
A.

Home and Family Situation
Barbara is a white girl born 12/17/^6 in New York
State.

Her mother already had a son approximately

4 years older.

Mr. B was not B*s father although

her mother married him while pregnant in August of
1946.

They had several children in succession

before separating.

Separation seems to have

occurred for several reasons including continual
fighting between parents, suspected promiscuous
behavior by the mother with Mr. B*s brother.

He,

the brother, is probably the father of several of
the youngest children.

Mrs. B. has had a total of

12 children.
B. along with 2 brothers, a year and 2 years
younger than herself, first came to Greer School in
1958.

They v;ere placed here by the State Juvenile

Court as a result of petitions of neglect.

The

I

marital situation of Mrs. B caused much conflict and
fear for the children and she was unable to care for
them adequately.

However, there remained a strong

feeling of affection for their mother and siblings and
the children v/ere permitted to return home at the
end of the school year.

B also felt very obligated

to help her mother care for the rest of the family.
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Eventually this responsibility plus the strain
of her mother’s own problems - continued promiscuity
and apparent lack of a sense of needs of the children,
caused B to arrange for her return to Greer.
was re-admitted in August I96I.

She

Her brothers also

returned a few months later.
Although B has only visited her mother once,
she has maintained close contact through letters
and phone calls.

She has very ambivalent feelings

toward her mother.
There has been renewed contact with her legal
father, Mr. B., and she has visited him several
times.

It is debatable whether or not this contact

is helping B. to maintain a realistic outlook on her
own life.
B.

School Background
B. has been given various I.Q. tests with scores
of 98 on Pintner Cunningham and 87 on WISC.

She was

well liked in school and a hard v/orker, but behind
her age group.
II.

Collateral Information
A.

Parents
I’ve had no direct contact with the mother or
father.

See other sections regarding their effect

on B. in past and nov/.
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B.

Teachers
Teachers have commented that B. can do fairly
well when in the mood.

However, other factors often

get in the way, including her open disturbance in a
class if she feels like it.

She has good athletic

ability.
C.

Student Life Staff
1.

Received discipline for running away, smoking,
fighting, with cottage mates and younger girls,
and disrespect for staff.

2.

In the past one and a half years B, has been in 2
cottages - one for junior high girls and the
present one is for high school girls.

In both

cottages she has had trouble accepting the
authority of the housemothers.

However, she has

shown more effort to abide by cottage rules and
routines so far this year.

Her houseparent

reports her as a clean person but not very neat
in appearance.

She has a very strong sense of

loyalty toward her friends.

B. wants to belong

and she feels she does at Greer.
D.

Health
B. has been in the school infirmary rather often
with both psychosomatic and various physical ailments
ears, colds, etc.
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E.

Vocational
Since B. v/as l4 years old she has participated in
our Vocational Work Experience Program.

On the whole

she has been a reliable worker in kitchen positions
as well as helping with the younger children.
III.

Information Obtained During Counseling
I first talked with B. at the end of October 196I
concerning her poor school grades and a recent runaway
attempt with another girl.

She has a strong determination

to "stay out of trouble" but was finding it difficult to
adjust to school rules.

Worry about her mother and

siblings and the "underdog" at Greer prevented her from
concentrating on her own problems - i.e. doing school
work, staying out of fights with girl friends, etc.
To make a more accurate evaluation of her abilities
and problems, I h^d the consulting school psychologist
administer the WISC and Rorschach.

His reports follow:

On the WISC she achieved as follows:
Verbal I.Q.

87

Performance I.Q. 92
Pull Scale I.Q.

88

B. had high scores in arithmetic and digit span,
suggesting that she can concentrate rather well on
problems presented in arithmetic symbols, but not on those
using words.
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The psychologist felt that B, was not working up to
her potential because of underlying emotional problems.
She appeared to feel quite inadequate and worked to
defeat herself with this feeling in mind.
About a month after B. was administered the V/ISC she
was examined through means of the Rorschach Projective
Technique.

Her deep concern over sex was revealed.

It

seemed to stem partly from her normal sexual development
but it was also distorted by her rather infantile
narcissistic need and accentuated by her current environ¬
ment .
Continued counseling was recommended to help her express
her concern over sex in order that her sexual needs may
eventually be satisfied through socially accepted
channels.
In some areas she has shown much improvement but is
still aimbivalent about following the accepted codes of
conduct or rebelling because she dislikes certain rules
or the adults whose voice they represent.

However, most

of the time, B. has made an effort to disagree less
openly and violently with cottage, community, and
school rules.

She has many friends among her peers, but

has had no single boy friend for very long.

She strongly

v/ants a boy friend but unconsciously seems somewhat fear¬
ful to be seen with them.

B.

continually needs re¬

assurances that it is worth her effort to see right
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from wrong.

Various staff have done this.

B. can

be a likeable girl so many of the staff have gone'jout
of their way to help this girl.
Her contacts with her family do not appear to be
helping her to be any less confused about herself.
mother often blames B,

Her

for her own problems and con¬

stantly accuses her of misbehavior with boys.

Her

mother has had another child (out of wedlock) since B,
came back to Greer and B, suspects the father to be the
brother of Mr. B. for whom she voices a strong hatred.
Mr, B. has given B. gifts but he seems quite a per¬
missive person.
In school she passed all but one course in Grade 8
and partly due to her age.
in June of 1962.

She was passed into Grade 9

Because of her periodic spells of

inability and lack of effort to do school work and
handle other problems, her grades don*t go above 80.
However, at times she does put forth a lot of effort to
obtain extra help from her teachers.
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EARL TURNER
I.

Background Information
A,

Home and Family Situation
Earl, a white boy, was born 8/ll/^6 in
Massachusetts.

He is the second child and oldest

son in a family of six children.

Except for several

brief separations, his parents have lived together
since their marriage in 19^3j but in many ways it
has not been a very happy one.

Neither parent has

been emotionally mature enough to handle the problems
which have arisen between them and with their
children.

However, they also found it impossible to

separate permanently.

Consequently the children

have suffered from the lack of understanding and
patience.

The boys, especially Earl, received even

less understanding than the girls.
sides in with the boys.

Mr. Turner always

In fact, Earl has been

caught in the middle of this fighting between his
parents.

Since birth Mr. Turner has pampered and

overprotected him to the extent that Mrs. Turner is
actually jealous of all the attention shown Earl
by his father.

She, therefore, does not have one

good thing to say about Earl and is very punishing
toward him.
Being an intelligent boy, Earl has learned to
manipulate both parents and to punish them through
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destructiveness, theft, indifferent performance of
household duties and disobedience.

In the summer of

1961 Earl v/as brought into court for petty thievery.
Hov/ever, this charge was dismissed, but Earl was
placed in the custody of the State Commissioner of
V/elfare.

The parents were technically charged with

neglect.

It was felt that the best way to help Earl,

and at the same time improve the home life for the
rest of the family, was to place Earl outside the home
for an indefinite period.

Both parents were able to

accept this, and they agreed to contribute toward his
support, but in spite of the unhappy situation he had
been in at home, Earl found this move a difficult one.
Earl arrived at Greer in August of I96I and remained
until he ran away in December of 1962.

His parents,

mostly his father, visited regularly and Earl was home
for vacations.

Although Earl has looked forward to

these contacts with his family, they did not change
much in their attitude toward him.

So, little good

was actually derived from this continued contact.
B.

School Background
Earl was not a good student although he had been
promoted each year.

He had poor study habits; a

short attention span and was often a nuisance in his
classes.

At the time of his placement at Greer he

had been conditionally promoted to Grade 10.
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He had been given the S R A test in 1957 in
which he scored an I.Q. of IO3.

An earlier

Stanford-Binet suggested an I.Q. of 104.
II.

Collateral Information
A.

Parents
I’ve had no direct contact with Earl’s parents.
See other sections regarding their effect on Earl in
the past and now.

B.

Teachers
Generally Earl’s teachers found it very difficult
to motivate him toward doing his school work and
participating as a member of the class.

His assign¬

ments were seldom completed on time and were usually
carelessly and Inaccurately done.

Consequently he

failed most of his 10th grade courses and had been,
doing poor work in these courses for the second time.
C.

Student Life Staff
Earl did not break any major community, cottage
or school rules.

His most frequent failing was tardi¬

ness - to school, to work and to the cottage.

He

was neither a positive nor a negative Influence on the
rest of the students.
Socially he participated in various recreation
activities and had several girl friends.
Earl lived in the cottage for high school boys.
He found it easier to relate to the housefather, a
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rather permlsalve man, than to the houaemother.

He

could be quite diarespectful to the housemother,
although as time went on he showed more respect.
When Earl first arrived, he found It very difficult
to get along with his peers.

He seldom stood up for

his rights and often acted as a scapegoat for the
other boys.

Although he never did make any close

friends, he learned to hold his own somewhat bettor
In a fight or argument.
Earl participated somewhat unwillingly In the
Vocational Work Experience Program.

Although a

great deal of Improvement was seen during the time
Earl was here, the quality of his work was only fair
at the time of his discharge.

He especially had a

hard time being punctual to work, and often finished
later than others working with him.
According to the nurses* report, Earl was not
seriously 111 during his stay at Greer, but he would
report to the Infirmary for minor ailments.

At times

this appeared to be an excuse to dodge something he
was supposed to be doing but dldn*t want to.
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D.

Other Agencies
I had several conversations with Earl*s agency
caseworker.

This man had known Earl for sometime

before he came to Greer.

He also knew Earl*s family.

He visited Earl about once every two months and also
visited Earl*s family.

He was most helpful in giving

I

us a clear picture of Earl’s home environment.
III.

Information Obtained in CounselingA.

Testing Results
In October of I96I Earl was given the Rorschach
Projective test by the school psychologist.

I had

requested an evaluation because Earl seemed so be¬
wildered by his school and community responsibilities,
and the staff was at a loss as to how best to help
him.
The psychologist noted that previously administered
mental ability tests indicated his intellectual ability
to be average.
The testing showed that his mother’s rejection of
him and his father’s overprotection have resulted in
an inability for Earl to relate warmly with people.
Also, Earl does not see a need to associate closely
with others.

He practices a great deal of rationali¬

zation in order not to face reality in himself.
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B,

Prop^ross of Counseling
Originally Karl had boon referred to mo by several
of his teachers.

To thorn ho appeared to bo in some

kind of "fog” in the classroom and on campus.

He

rationalized his being tardy to class and his not
completing assignments.
I began to see him on a weekly basis.

He ex¬

plained that he was unhappy at Oreer and wanted to
return home.

Ho was unable to recognize his respon¬

sibility for school rules and campus regulations.
After about a month I requested that a psychological
evaluation be done, followed by a case conference.
This was done and the staff were all encouraged to
stimulate him toward academic achievement, and to
praise him as much as possible on any accomplishment.
For the next several months I continued to counsel
him, but even more often,-several times a week,-in
order to support him, encourage him and help him face
the reality of having to live at Qreer for an Inde¬
finite period, and that ho had certain rosponslbllltles
while here.
I established rapport with Earl quickly, and
gradually over the next one and a half years he v/as
able to verbalize some of his ambivalent feelings
toward his parents.

He realized that his parents,

especially his mother, found it difficult to accept
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him at home.

However, he never was able to accept

this, and to separate himself from them.
During this time there was Improvement, In
certain areas.

His peers accepted him better after

he began to stand up for his rights.

He was more

punctual to school and In community responsibilities
but his school work Improved very little. If any.
It was no surprise v/hen Earl ran away In December
of 1962.

He went home In spite of the same problems

still present with his parents.
Probably placement av/ay from his family and
counseling had been beneficial mostly In the area of
Earl’s ability to adjust to the v/eaknesses of his
parents.

His adjustment at Greer, limited though It

was, v/ould Indicate that there would be less llkllhood of rebellion from Earl In an antisocial manner,
l.e. theft, etc.

Because of this, when his case was

closed at Greer, the Department of Welfare gave per¬
mission for Earl to remain at home
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DIANE NIVEN
I.

Background Information
A.

Home and Family Situation
Diane, a white girl, was born 12/18/46 in
New Haven, Connecticut,

She is the oldest of 3 girls.

Her parents had been separated for several months at
the time of her admission to Greer,

She and her

sisters had been living with a paternal aunt as a
temporary arrangement until a placement could be
i

found for them.
According to Mr, Niven*s story, and also that of
his sisters, who appeared very concerned for the
children*

S'welfare,

I^s, Niven had been promiscuous

with other men in the presence of the children.

This

seems to have been the major factor for the breakup
of the home.
The 3 children were admitted to Greer in 1958 and
have been here since then except for visits with Mr,
Niven during vacation periods,
the school regularly,

Niven also visits

Diane is quite hostile toward

her father and would prefer not to have anything to
do with him.

Shortly after Diane*s arrival at Greer,

Mrs, Niven visited.

However, I^lr, Niven was not very

enthusiastic about her having much contact with the
girls so contact has only been through phone calls
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and infrequent letters since then.

Diane has often

condemned Mr. Niven for taking them from their
mother and has tried to have more contact with her
mother.

During a recent phone conversation Mrs.

Niven made it very clear to Diane that she didn't
want to have anything to do with her.

Since then

she seems to have a more realistic outlook toward
any contact with her mother.
B.

School Background
Diane attended schools in New Haven, Connecticut
before coming to Greer.
grades for grades 1-6.

Her record showed average
Intelligence test scores

indicated average intelligence.

The personality

record indicated difficulty with peers, work habits
and. Just prior to transfer, some disturbance with
her parents.
II.

Collateral Information
A.

Parents
I have talked with Mr. Niven many times regard¬
ing Diane's behavior in school and the community.
He has explained that he felt Diane's distrust of
adults and dislike of authority figures stems from
her inability to accept the fact that the family
cannot be reunited and also that he is not wholly to
blame for the separation.

Mr. Niven seems grateful

that he hasn't had the whole responsibility for the
care of Diane and her sisters.

Mr. Niven shares an apartment in New Haven with
2 other men.
years.

He has had the same job for several

He is a nice looking man and has a girl

friend several years younger than himself.

He finds

it hard to see why his daughters are so resentful of
this girl friend and that there could be any compari¬
son between his behavior and that of Mrs. Niven.

So

far there has been no divorce although he has men¬
tioned the possibility of obtaining one so that he
can remarry.
Teachers
.

Diane has had a difficult time in school.

has repeated grades 6 and 8.

She

She is having difficulty

with Grade 9 subjects and she probably will fail
more than one of her subjects.
She appears to do her homework but usually very
little is correct.

The most favorable comment is

that her written work is always neat!

Diane is very
I

seldom a behavior problem in school although at
times she has tried to defy the authority of a teacher.
Because of our limited scope of high school sub¬
jects, the recommendation had been made in June of
1962 that Diane be discharged to her father in

January of 1963 if she did not pass her courses at
the end of the first term.

In this way it was felt

that she could find courses in the city more suitable
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to her abilities.
to leave.

Diane did fail courses and wanted

However, her father was unable to find

adequate living arrangements for her.

Also, when

confronted with the fact she could not be completely
on her own and her mother did not want her, she asked
to stay.

We felt that under these circumstances she

could remain the rest of the school year so that her
father would have sufficient time to make plans for
her with the assistance of one of our social workers.
Plans are now in progress for her discharge in June
of 1963.
C.

Student Life Staff
1.

She has been disciplined for:
a)

smoking without permission

b)

disrespect toward adults and students

c)

on probation during spring I962 for repeated
disrespect and violation of regulations

2.

Diane first lived in the cottage for girls aged
7-12.

Her houseparent reported she seemed to

adjust satisfactorily to new home and its rules.
However, she seemed to enjoy talking about other
girls and interfering in their activities.
She moved to the cottage for junior high
school girls in August 1959*

Her houseparent

there reported she dressed sloppily, including
messy hairdo, lazy work habits; hard for her to
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trust anyone; quiet, moody; a follov/er; not really
accepted by peers.

In the fall of 1963, Diane

moved to the oldest girls*

cottage.

Her house-

parent there reported her to be neat but alvrays
clean; withdrawn from group although better
accepted than previously; can be courteous,
easily offended.
D.

Other Agencies
This is a "privately placed case" and there has
not been any contact with other agencies.

III.

Information obtained in Counseling
A.

Testing Results
In order to better evaluate Diane’s mental ability,
academic potential and possible emotional conflicts,
she has been given the following tests:
1)

In September 1961, she v/as administered the

Wise.

She achieved a Full Scale I.Q. of 88 with

a Verbal I.Q. of 103 and Performance I.Q. of 7^.
She received an above average score in the
vocabulary subtest.

Her lowest verbal score

(comprehension) suggests that she is not up to
her age expectation in matters of common sense.
In performance subtests, her low object assembly
score indicates poor planning ability and con¬
siderable difficulties in seeing things as a
whole.

She showed some indication that she under¬

stands human relations, however.
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2)

On Group Achievement Tests (Stanford and

National Educational Development) taken each
year since her arrival at Greer, Diane has
scored at or above her grade level with the
exception of the one she took in the Spring of

1961 while in grade 8.

On this test she had a

battery mean of 8.1 which was the same average
as the previous year,
3)

For diagnostic purposes, Diane was admini¬

stered the Rorschach Projective Test in
September I96I,

In it she tended to deny the

importance of life situations.

Human relation¬

ships were of a neutral nature.

Her fear of

men was most pronounced with her hostility toward
her father evident.

The examiner felt that her

academic apathy stemmed primarily from emotional
rather than intellectual difficulty.

Some type

of therapy, preferably with a man v/orker, was
recommended.
B.

Progress of Counseling
Because it was not possible for Diane to be
counseled by a man, I have seen Diane irregularly
during the past year and a half.

However, it has

been mostly of a supportive nature because of Diane*s
inability to relate to a person Interested in her.
She has felt quite threatened and even hostile much
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of the time.
down.

Her grades in school have gone up and

Her behavior has generally been good although

this is probably because she is not well accepted by
her peers.

I have helped her to accept more of

reality i.e. her father is responsible for her so she
will have to accept this; she cannot continue as a
student here in a program Inadequate for her needs.
Plans are now unden-zay for her father to arrange
living accomodations for her in New Haven and have
her attend some type of vocational training course.
She is agreeable to this plan.
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DAPHNE KARR

I.

Background Information
A.

Home and Family Situation
Daphne, a Negro, was born 7/2/^6 in Georgia.
Twins also born of this marriage died in infancy.
Both parents have a histor of excessive drinking.
When Daphne vras four years old, her mother moved to
Boston, Massachusetts, leaving Daphne in the care of
her maternal grandmother.

Mrs. Karr obtained work

as a domestic and returned to Georgia for Daphne
after two years.

For the next several years they

lived with Mrs. Karr*s paramour in Boston.

However,

there was much drinking and violent quarreling in
Daphne’s presence.

In June of 1958 this was brought

to the attention of the court.

A charge of neglect

was made against Daphne’s mother and Daphne was
placed in a shelter pending foster home or institu¬
tional placement.

She was eventually placed at Greer

in i960.
Since that time, there has been infrequent con¬
tact between Daphne and her mother.
very cold relationship.

It has been a

At first, home visits of any

duration ended with quarreling due to mother’s con¬
tinued heavy drinking and lack of any real under¬
standing between them.

However, during the past year
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Daphne has tried to be more tolerant and visits have
been friendlier.
In 1958 Daphne*s father began to correspond with
her.

This was of short duration though, and there

doesn’t seem to be any indication of further contact
with him.
B.

School Background (prior to admission)
Prior to her admission to Greer School, Daphne’s
school attendance and adjustment in Boston schools
were good.

However, her performance in both reading

and mathematics were below grade level,
II.

Collateral Information
A.

Parents
I have had no direct contact with Daphne’s
parents.

B.

Teachers
Most of Daphne’s teachers feel she is a diligent
and conscientious worker in-class.

However, they

have noticed that she wields a powerful influence
among her peers and younger students.

Sometimes it’s

good but other times she keeps the atmosphere stirred
up with an undercurrent of disobedience.
C.

Student Life Staff
1.

A houseparent’s report written in June I963

described Daphne as a self-reliant and amiable girl
who is more at ease with children than v/ith adults.
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The houseparent does not consider her to be very
reliable and has noticed her domlneerlnB Influence
over other girls.
2.

Health reports show that Daphne seldom came

to the Infirmary.
3.

A report of Daphne*s vocational work per¬

formance indicates a good attitude with Improvement
shown.

Her work performance has been good and she

has been a dependable worker.
The Child Care Director’s disciplinary report
was concerned with two incidents of petty thievery.
D.

Other Agencies
As a result of court action in 1958 a finding was
established of neglect by Daphne’s mother in her care
of Daphne.

She was placed in a children’s shelter

and placed in the financial custody of the Department
of Public Welfare.

Periodic reports were requested

by this latter agency buth there has been very little
personal Interest shown by any one worker.
III.

Information Obtained in Counseling
A.

Testing Results
In January of 1962 Daphne was administered the
Wise in order to more accurately evaluate her
academic potential.

She achieved as follows:
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Verbal I.Q.

86

Performance

97

Full Scale

91

The school psychologist noted that although she
is within the normal range in her over-all intelligence,
she is one of those children who is always difficult
to teach.

Her verbal I.Q. is too low for the typical

classroom yet she is not of low enough intelligence
to warrant her being placed in a special class if she
were in a public school.
She also was administered the Rorschach Projective
Technique in January 1962, because of various ques¬
tions about her behavior.

The psychologist’s report

showed considerable confusion in her sexual identi¬
fication and apprehension about her relations with
other human beings.
B.

Progress of Counseling
Daphne was referred to me by the school principal
and the Child Care Director as a result of reports
^^egarding her unhappiness at Greer and also of her
mysterious Influence over her peers.

I had several

interviews with Daphne over the course of a school
year (I962-I963) and I also saw her Informally on
campus and in her cottage.

At first. Daphne found

it difficult to discuss any of her feelings v/ith me.
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Contrary to the houseparent*o roporto and my
observations of her, she felt everything was'•’-‘going
O.K,”

Following Christmas vacation she talked moro
freely of her feelings toward hor mother.

Sho

really doesn’t know her mother as a parent and was
ambivalent about wanting to return home to live or
remain at Greer where sho felt moro secure.
The testing done by the psychologist in
January ’63, confirmed our growing concern that
Daphne would be having moro acadamic difficulty in
our limited scope of curriculum.

Also wo all agreed

there was sexual anxiety intensified by our closely
knit school community.
Daphne was very realistic about her academic
abilities so this aspect was stressed with hor as
we discussed the possibility of her return to hor
mother which would moan the opportunity to partici¬
pate in a program better suited to hor needs and
ability.

Daphne was able to verbalize and agree in

this area and did return to her mother during the
summer.

Because of her ago and fears of any rela¬

tionship with adults, I doubt that much was accom¬
plished in any type of Intonslvo therapy.

She was

able to discuss her mother’s drinking problems with¬
out feeling she had to try to change her mother in
order to get along with her.
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KEVIN BROWN

I.

Background Information
A.

Home and Family Situation
Kevin, a white boy, was born August 1, 1952, in
White Plains, New York.

He has one sister, who is

a year younger than Kevin and also at Greer School,
His parents were both 19 when they married in 1951.
They were divorced in 1958.

Mrs. Brown received

custody of the children, but Mr. Brown does have
visiting privileges.

He has since remarried.

Mrs. Brown has described Mr. Brown as immature.
He has changed Jobs several times - actor, steeple¬
jack, Janitor, and construction being some of them.
She admits to being a tense person herself.

She has

a full-time Job and found it difficult to cope with
the Job and the day to day responsibility for two
children.

The children were admitted to Greer in

January of I96I as a private placement - no agencies
directly involved.
Since Kevin’s arrival, Mrs. Brown has had
several changes in Jobs - in the field of fashion
design and consequently has periodically had diffi¬
culty meeting her financial obligations.

However,

as much as possible, she has maintained contact
with the children and has had a strong interest in
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them and their activities.
they go home also.

She visits regularly and

At least on the surface there

appears to be good relationship between Kevin and his
mother.

There does not seem to be much contact with

Mr. Brown, although he has visited the children at
Greer.
B.

School Information
Kevin attended grades 1 and 2 in White Plains
where he was an average student with no particular
problems.

He scored an I.Q. of 122 on the

Pintner-Cunningham administered in January 1959.
II.

Collateral Information
A.

Parents
I We had several conversations with Mrs. Brown.
She tries hard to keep in touch with all the
activities and problems of Kevin.

She gives him all

the help, attention and affection she can.

During

the summers she has had Kevin tutored in Reading.
B.

School
In 1961 when he arrived, Kevin was placed in the
3rd grade, which he repeated the following year.

In

the 4th grade he received satisfactory grades in
most subjects, although he got a U in Spelling and
Social Studies.

He was outstanding in Art.

fourth grade teacher reported;

His

"A very likeable

child but has some traits that need attention.

Is
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Inclined to be lazy and Inattentive.
of security.

Shov/s a lack

If he could free himself of his inhibi¬

tions and develop his potentialities (which are there)
he would make a fine student."

At the end of the

school year he received a 4.6 score in his achieve¬
ment test Battery Mean which is only slightly lower
than the 4.9 average for grade 4.
He also scored a total I.Q. score of 110 on the
California Test of Mental Maturity v/hich was adminis¬
tered to his class In October of 1963.

Although his

Non-Language score was 121, his Language score v/as
only 98.

This testing v;as later discussed with the

psychologist.

Together vilth other information this

resulted in a more thorough testing battery which is
discussed more in detail in the section on Counseling
Information.
So far this year Kevin has not done very well in
academic subjects.

Although he seems to have the ability

he apparently lacks motivation.

Consequently he

appears lazy and is slow to complete v/ork.

He is

showing improvement in Remedial Reading but tends to
be a dreamer.

In Art and Industrial Arts he has no

problem and does well.
well coordinated.

In Physical Education he is
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C,

student Life Staff
Kevin has had no special health problems since
coming to Greer,
Kevin lived at Marcy Cottage from the time he
arrived until the Spring of 1963, i.e.

2 years.

During that time the houseparent wrote favorable
comments.

He was neat, clean,

seemed happy here and

got along well with the other children.

He enjoyed

playing games with them and acting for them, and he
respected adults,
Kevin*s present housemother recently told me
that Kevin is no problem in the cottage.

He was

very unhappy at first coming to Daisy because of
losing his status as one of the older boys in Marcy
in which cottage he was a leader.
recently,

Until very

(this past month) instructions had to be

repeated several times to Kevin before he acted.

He

seemed to be in his own dream world.
The Relief Houseparent stated, "He was a good
leader in Marcy and now appears to be assuming this
role in Daisy,

He is often able to persuade the

other boys to play the game he likes.
problem in the cottage,"

He is no
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III.

Information Obtained in Counseling
Kevin’s classroom teacher referred Kevin to me
because of his low school grades and apparent lack of
energy as far as completing school work is concerned.
When I talked to Kevin he seemed concerned and aware
that he needed to do some work.

However, I haven't

felt that his outward calm and congeniality is a true
indication of his general personality.

If there were

some problems that perhaps Kevin neither realized nor
understood, I thought this could be the reason for his
poor school performance.

Consequently I gave him an

individual intelligence test (WISC) and the school
psychologist administered the Rorschach Test to him
in order to evaluate his abilities and problems.

I

wanted to have a better idea of how I or anyone else
could best help Kevin at the present time.

The WISC

I gave Kevin on January 20, 1964, showed the following
results:
Verbal I.Q.

101

Performance I.Q.

122

Pull Scale I.Q.

112

These results are very close to those obtained through
the administration of the CTMM and that he has a
verbal difficulty in comparison to his performance
abilities.
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The results of the Rorschach revealed several
problem areas.

He is a young obsessive-compulsive.

He seems unsure of his own masculinity.

He seems to

be the type of child who internalizes his disturbing
feelings rather than acting out.
Soon after these tests were given to Kevin a staff
case conference was held to discuss his problems and
to determine how he could best be helped.

It was

brought out that Kevin has been receiving individual
remedial help.

The Consulting Clinical Psychologist

recommended that this be continued.

He also suggested

that I see Kevin weekly to get to know him better and
to gradually encourage him to verbalize his thoughts
and feelings.

Additional study time with someone to

help him was to be arranged.

His Industrial Arts

and Physical Education teachers were encouraged to
help him in any way they could since one of these
areas may be his major interest in regard to a future
career.
I have been counseling Kevin since November.
Since the case conference I have seen him more often.
It has taken a long time to get very close to this boy.
At first, he would not show his concern in regard to
his poor school work.
questions.
more.

He only talked in answer to my

However, now he has been able to verbalize

It is mostly about the group activities he has
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been involved in and he is happy doing them.

He seems

to be comfortable and somewhat at ease during our con¬
versations and I feel with time, progress can be made
with his emotional problems.

In his school work he

has shown improvement and at the present time he is
passing in all his subjects.
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LAURIE RICARDO

I.

Background Information
A.

Home and Family Situation
Laurie was born in Newark, New Jersey on February
19j 1954.

Her mother*s parents are from Puerto Rico

although she was born in Newark.

Laurie’s father was

born in Puerto Rico and came to the United States in
1950.

Her parents were married in 1951•

However,

Mrs, Ricardo divorced Laurie’s father on the grounds of
adultery and he has since remarried.

There is no

mention of any contact between Laurie and her father.
Her mother has received only a small amount towards the
support of Laurie,
Before Laurie came to Greer, she and her mother
lived with her aged grandparents and young mentally
retarded uncle in a densely populated Puerto Rican
section of Newark.

The uncle is said to have been

injured in a childhood accident.

Her grandfather and

uncle objected to the playful noise of Laurie.

Mrs.

Ricardo works as a machine operator so she was unable
;

to be home during the day.

She sent Laurie to nursery

school and kindergarten to keep her out of the house
as much as possible.

However, Mrs. Ricardo felt it

\

would be better for Laurie to be completely out of the
^
.4

t

house while she had to care for and live with her
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parents and brother.
August of i960.

Laurie was admitted to Greer in

This was a private referral.

Her

mother visits regularly and there seems to be a good
relationship between them.
II.

Collateral Information
A.

I have had no direct contact with Mrs. Ricardo.

She

visits Laurie at Greer regularly, but spends her time
with her daughter.
B.

Teachers
Laurie has been at Greer for grades 1-3 and has
done average work in all areas.

She scored a

Language I.Q. of 82, Non-language of 92, and a total
I.Q. of 87 on the CTMT-I given her class in December of
1962.
Laurie*s behavior in the classroom has been some¬
what disruptive.

She has found it difficult to listen

to directions and is a loud talker.
So far this year Laurie’s 4th grade teacher has
had a hard time with her.

She feels that Laurie con¬

stantly disrupts the class v;ith pushing, arguing,
talking, and bossiness.

loud

Laurie is not well liked by

her peers.
C.

Student Life Staff
Laurie has had no serious health problems since
her arrival at Greer.
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In describing Laurie at the time she was admitted,
the record states that she v/as a likeable and attrac¬
tive little girl.

She had always been somewhat

immature, afraid of most animals, had nightmares, and
had to play mostly by herself.
When Laurie first arrived at Greer she lived in the
home of a member of the Greer staff, who noted the
same characteristics about her.

However, her fears

seemed to subside somewhat during this time.

She

later moved to Plum Cottage and is nov; at Gree Cottage.
While at Plum the houseparent noted that she minded
everyone^s business, told tales, cried easily, and
shouted, and had a very husky voice.

She did take

care of her personal grooming.
Laurie*s present housemother recently told me that
when she first arrived in the summer, she was in
Greer Cottage for a brief time.

When the refrigerator

went on or she heard animals she would stiffen right
I

up from fear.

Now there is none of that.

When she is

with a group there is usually trouble.

She is a like¬

able child but she can be very trying.

She takes

good care of herself and is neat about her cubicle.
When one speaks directly to her she won’t say anything
at first, but she bellows through the cottage.
is quieter when her mother is around.

Laurie

V/hen I ask her

to do a special favor for me it seems to boost her ego.
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The relief houseparent said that Laurie appears
to be foggy.

Lately she has been lying, and is

beginning to be evasive about things.

Laurie appears

to be uncoordinated but has strong muscles.

She is

a pretty girl.
III.

Information Obtained in Counseling
Laurie was referred to me in October I963 by
several members of the staff who expressed concern
over her behavior.

See previous reports in section,

"Collateral Information".
In my conversations with Laurie I too noticed
this "fogginess" even though she seemed able to
realize she causes trouble.
In order for all of us to understand Laurie and
her problems, in February 1964, I asked the Clinical
Psychologist to give her some projective tests and I
gave her the WISC.

Her intelligence is within the

normal range:
Verbal I.Q.

94

Performance I.Q.

90

Full Scale I.Q.

91

Her low score on "digit span" indicates poor
attention span.

Her visual-motor coordination is

poor, but since she was able to reproduce simple
geometric designs, organic impairment seemed to be
ruled out.
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The Rorschach projective technique shows Laurie
to be a withdrawn, depressive, and fearful child.

She

is in internal emotional discomfort most of the time
and has to be noisy, overactive, and hostile in order
to shut out her own frightening thoughts and feelings.
At other times when she appears not to hear what is
being said to her, she is engrossed in her own
uncomfortable fantasies.
However, Laurie does have some feelings of warmth
for people and could profit from a continued relation¬
ship with me provided I can show her a great deal of
patience and kindness as I help her to overcome her
great fear of her environment and herself.
During the past six weeks I have seen Laurie
weekly in both structured counseling sessions and
informally on campus and in her cottage.

She is now

able to tell me of her unhappy encounters with her
classmates.
description.

She verbalizes easily and with much
Although she can admit, with reluctance,

her share in the arguments, etc., it
cult for her to act much differently.

is still diffi¬
Consequently,

it will be some time yet before her behavior will
change.
Her classroom teacher and houseparent are aware
of her emotional problems and we are all working to¬
gether to show her as much affection and patience as
possible.

CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS
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C. Gilbert Wrenn has listed several perceptions of the
counselor's relation to students.

He includes the following

ideas.
1.
To contribute to student self-understanding
and self-acceptance.
One major task of a counselor in his relationship
to the student is that he contributes to a growing
maturity of self-understanding.
2.
To be sensitive to cultural changes which affect
student self-understanding.
The counselor must be sensitive, not only to the
students characteristics, but to the characteristics of
our culture which will mean the most to the student.
The counselor’s task is to assist the student
in the decisions to be made regarding the educational,
vocational, and social environments which he will find
most satisfying and in which he can become most produc¬
tive.
Also, perhaps, to be aware of those characteristics
of our society with which this student will be in conflict.
3.
To help students to make informed educational
and vocational choices - from the student’s perceptions
of himself and of the kinds of needs these perceptions
reflect.
The counselor is a talent hunter seeking to
help the student find the way in which he can be unique.
4.
To increase student self-reliance.
This is a task of assisting a student to learn
how to make decisions.
5.
To counsel girls realistically.
The vocational counseling of girls involves the
necessity of facing what will be for many of them a
dual role that of wife, home maker, and mother, and
that of worker for some major part of her life in an
occupation outside the home.
6.
To accept and encourage diversity in talents.
Counselors carry a heavier responsibility than
ever for knowing how to identify many kinds of human
talent and how to interpret their significance to the
student posessing them.^

^C. Gilbert Wrenn, The Counselor in a Changing VJorld
(Washington, D. C.: American Personnel and Guidance Association,
1962), p. 126-132.

These are good guideposts for anyone counseling students
to follow.
In order to illustrate the value of comprehensive case
studies to a guidance counselor, the writjKer has made use of
six of her counseling cases for which an intensive study of
the child was required for effective counseling of a limited
or extensive degree.

The present home and school of the

children, i.e. Greer; A Children*s Community has been described
in detail to provide a clear picture of the present environment.
It also describes the setting within which the writer was
working while counseling these children.
The second chapter describes some related ideas of
McDaniel and Arbuckle.

McDaniel has described that the kinds

of cases with which the school counselor deals usually fall
into several broad categories.

For the most part the cases

used in this paper would come within the areas of academic
achievement and social adjustment.

The counseling procedure

was similar for both types, i.e. regular individual sessions
with the individual child over an indefinite period of time
for the purpose of helping each one to adjust more realist¬
ically to his ow her individual problems,
Arbuckle stresses the necessity for sometimes doing a
detailed study of an individual that he may be helped to be
a happier person.
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Each case study includes material describing all areas of
the child’s background as vjell as current problems.

This in¬

cludes home and school material, psychological testing infor¬
mation as well as counseling progress.
Even though there are similarities in the cases with
which a school guidance counselor works intensively, one must
still bear in mind that each is an individual who must
ultimately make his or her own decisions without dependence
upon the counselor.

Through the use of a comprehensive case

study, the counselor can intelligently and wisely help the
child reach this point of independence.
It has been shown in these case studies that it is helpful
to each child, whatever his or her problem, for the counselor
to acknowledge.each of the areas described by Wrenn during
counseling.

This is necessary as part of the counseling

process in order to complete a comprehensive case study as
successfully as possible.
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